Amendments to draft resolution "On Russia"

№
1

2

3

Party
Line
Action Current Text
Bündnis 6
replace Russia’s military intervention in South
90/ Die
Ossetia in 2008 (...)
Grünen
Bündnis 12-13 replace "Russian government bodies have used
90/ Die
well-funded disinformation campaigns
Grünen
and overt propaganda to influence
elections in France and Germany. "

EELV

16-19 replace Working through certain Eastern
European governments, often in
exchange for unaccountably dispensed
financial aid, the Russian government
and intellignece services have gained a
firm political and economic foothold in
the European Union. By establishing a
quiet presence in state bodies and
security services, the Russian
government has gained the capacity to
indirectly influence decision-making in
the European Commission and
Parliament

Proposed Amendment
“Russia’s violation of international law and
agreements concerning Georgia…”

Explanation/Comment

"Russian government bodies use well-funded
disinformation campaigns and overt
propaganda to influence elections in
European countries such as elections in
France and Germany and the referendum
about the membership of the United
Kingdom in the European Union."
The Russian government and is intelligence These lines contain unverified
services try again and again to influence the allegations which should be
political and economic policies of the EU and avoided at all costs.
its Member States. Although it seems to no
avail until now, certain political circles in the
EU might not be indifferent to Russian funds
and propaganda in its various forms. It is far
from sure that the EU citizens will blindly
follow this undercover propaganda.
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№
4

Party
Line
Action Current Text
Bündnis 16-21 replace "Working through certain Eastern
90/ Die
European governments, often in
Grünen
exchange for unaccountably dispensed
financial aid, the Russian government
and intelligence services have gained a
firm political and economic foothold in
the European Union. By establishing a
quiet presence in state bodies and
security services, the Russian
government has gained the capacity to
indirectly influence decision-making in
the European Commission and
Parliament."

5

Vihreät - 18-21 delete
De Gröna

6

Miljöparti 19
et de
Gröna

Proposed Amendment
Explanation/Comment
The Russian government and intelligence
services insistently try to gain a firm political
and economic foothold in the European
Union and its institutions. In this regard, we
are worried about the fact that some
European governments support the Kremlin’s
policies rather than defend our common
European values.

By establishing a quiet presence in state
bodies and security services, the Russian
government has gained the capacity to
indirectly influence decision-making in
the European Commission and
Parliament.

replace 19: the Russian government has gained

Unverified claim of Russian
influence.

the Russian government has attempted to
gain....
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№
7

8

Party
Line
Action Current Text
Proposed Amendment
Miljöparti 30-36 delete We continue to observe worrying
et de
developments in Russian society and
Gröna
public life with great concern, and we
believe that inequality, lopsided
economic development, a systematic
disregard for environmental protection
and sustainability, and a permanent arms
race will never benefit the interests and
general well-being of Russian citizens.
We advocate for a democratic,
prosperous, globally engaged and
sustainable Russia at peace with its
neighbours, global partners and regional
stakeholders.
FYEG
32
add
crackdown on civil society

Explanation/Comment
Off topic

9

FYEG

32

add

10

EELV

34

add

and a permanent arms race will never
benefit the interests and general wellbeing of Russian citizens.

and a permanent arms race will never benefit Self explanatory
the interests and general well-being of the
Russian citizens and might event prove to be
a threat to the democratic values in the
European Union.

11

GGEP

from
34

add

None

The European Green Party supports EU
sanctions on Russia linked to both the
annexation of Crimea and the war in the
Donbass, and stands firm for their extension
and/or broadening as long as these crises
are not solved.

blatant disregard for mass human rights
violations
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№
12

Party
GPEW

Line
36

Action
Add
new
paragra
ph
from
new
line 37

13

Bündnis 36
90/ Die
Grünen

add

14

FYEG

add

36

Current Text
We advocate for a democratic,
prosperous, globally engaged and
sustainable Russia at peace with its
neighbours, global partners and regional
stakeholders.

Proposed Amendment
The EGP also condemns the continuing
violence and persecution against LGBTIQA+
citizens in Russia. This abominable
treatment of citizens has led to disturbing
situations like in Chechnya where the
LGBTIQA+ community has been rounded up
beaten and some instances murdered for
their sexuality. The EGP finds such actions
beyond reprehensible and sickening and
believe human rights should be observed and
afforded to all in Russia. The EGP condemns
the Russian government for actively
promoting violence against LGBTIQA+
citizens and pushing them outside of society.

Explanation/Comment
Whilst it is right to challenge the
Putin government's involvement in
destabilising Europe. It is
somewhat more pressing to stand
up for citizens suffering directly
under Putin's ideological policy
choices which are denying basic
human rights to the LGBTIQA+
community in Russia.
We must fight for equal human
rights as a movement and support
marginalised groups in their fights
against oppression.

Therefore we urge European institutions and
EU member states to deepen exchange with
Russian civil society, academia, independent
media und progressive opposition forces.
Condemning and sanctioning official Russian
elites for violations of international law
should be paralleled by offering and showing
Russian civil society and the Russian
people better alternatives.
We support the efforts of civil society aiming
for such change
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